Contemporary SoŌ Roman InstallaƟon Guide
For more informaƟon visit us at www.blindsonline.com.au
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Face Fit

Recess/Top Fit

Face Fit
Use this method when mounƟng the blind to the wall above
your window or to the architrave (depending on where you
have measured from). With a pencil and a stud finder, mark
where you are going to mount your brackets. Use two screws
for each of the brackets.

Recess or Top Fit
Use this method to mount the blind to the surface directly
above the blind (usually architrave of the recess). Only one
screw per bracket is required for Top Fiƫng.
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To aƩach the blind to the brackets, hold the rail at a
slight angle and locate the front lip of the rail onto the
plasƟc lip of the bracket. Then gently push towards the
back of the bracket while straightening the angle of the rail
to lock the rail into place.

To remove the rail, simply push the rail towards the back of
the bracket and twist the rail downwards at the back. It will
disengage the hooks at the back of the bracket and allow
the blind to be taken down.

Pull down on the rear part of the chain to raise the
blind.
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Pull down on the front part of the chain to lower the blind.
Even though the chain is a conƟnuous loop, if you
inadvertantly pull the chain in the wrong direcƟon (i.e. the
front to raise the blind), the blind will raise at an uneven
angle. To recƟfy this, lower the blind fully and then simply
use the rear chain to raise the blind and level it again.
Do not unƟe the cords at the back of the blind to adjust the
level, only use the chain.

Child Safety Device
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The cord retaining device must be installed at the maximum
distance possible from the control mechanism to prevent
looped cord(s) becoming slack.
Place retaining device on the wall and mark the posiƟon of
the hole using a pencil.
AƩach retaining device using suitable fixings ensuring the
device is fully closed.

Choose. Measure. Order. Install. Easy

